REBUILDING
FOR RESILIENCE
As 2020 comes to a close, it’s become clear that we’re never going back to
the world before COVID-19. Capital markets firms now have to adjust to
an uncertain economic outlook, workforces that are going in and out of
lockdown, and the likelihood of new regulatory scrutiny – while existing
challenges such as system and resource constraints continue to multiply.
The solution to these challenges has been available for some time, but
many companies have been hesitant to act. Then the pandemic exposed
vulnerabilities in existing operations and technology. Now they simply can’t wait
any longer. Firms that invest in managed services and advanced technology
are in a stronger position to adapt to change – but only if they act now.

The threats have
changed

A return to health for our communities, clients
and colleagues is the priority recovery and,
of course, the economy will re-open in some second
phase or semi-concurrent fashion. But there is a
much longer and murkier runway on how, when and
if people return to their company offices. How does
our industry adapt to this new way of operating?”
Tony Warren
SVP and Head of Strategy, FIS Capital Markets

THEN AND NOW: GROWTH INHIBITORS AND OPERATIONAL THREATS

Having weathered the initial COVID-19 storm, concerns about market
volatility and “slowbalization” have subsided since we surveyed
the capital markets in June 2020. As we enter Q3, CapEx pressures
and prolonged low or negative rates are having real impact.

Remote work creates
new challenges

A NEW TOLERANCE FOR REMOTE WORKING

While companies were uncertain about remote working back in June, three
months later they’ve become much more likely to adopt it as a long-term
strategy, at least part-time. The largest firms ($20bn+ revenue) are particularly
likely to use it as an opportunity to reduce their physical footprint. Only 21
percent of all respondents say they’ll bring employees back as soon as they can.
The shift to remote working as a long-term strategy has multiple repercussions,
and firms are starting to take action. For example, nearly half of buy-side
firms are prioritizing investment in core operations upgrades and resilience
measures – up from 43 percent in June. And 66 percent of sell-side firms
are focused on cyber security tools, compared to 49 percent in June.

“The risks of a remote workplace are shining a spotlight on cyber
security and operational control, including employee communications.
Enter regulatory concerns around Anti-Money Laundering and
Combating the Financing of Terrorism and we’re witnessing a surge in
demand for robust RegTech and surveillance tools across operations.”
HARRY STAHL
Director, RegTech Solutions and Strategy, FIS

AREAS FOR TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS

Managed services and
cloud come to the forefront

A CHANGE IN COMPETITIVE TACTICS

Capital markets firms have changed how they plan to compete. With the
pandemic highlighting the risks of firm-owned technology and infrastructure,
managed services and cloud are more important, and long-term remote
working has also made gains. Expanding into new geographies has fallen
from the top of the agenda in June to the bottom in September.
When it comes to addressing government lockdowns, respondents are most
focused on cost cutting measures. Managed services and cloud are
again a favored strategy.
At the same time, companies are also trying to find top-line
growth. Buy-side firms, including insurers, are focused on new
client segments and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
initiatives. The sell side is prioritizing product innovation.

*This was a new option in the September 2020 survey.

PRIORITIES IN RESPONSE TO LOCKDOWNS
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OUTSOURCING AS A PATH TO GROWTH
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Against that backdrop of cost pressures, managed services – including outsourcing
– are seen as key to improving operational resilience. But more firms are actually
turning to outsourcing to increase their speed to market with new products.
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Improve
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Address
rising cost
pressure

Manage the
impact of more
remote working
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BPAAS FOR CLIENT REPORTING – AND MORE

Forty-six percent of executives say modernizing their client-facing
systems will make them more competitive. And a similar number are
interested in using Business Process as a Service (BPaaS) for client
reporting. But BPaaS is appealing for many other functions as well.

“Firms have tended to hold onto client reporting as their value-add
service. But with new technology and report writing tools, client reporting
is evolving into an interactive experience that everyone can offer. The
new differentiator is your digital connectivity, ease of use and
customer experience.”
TARA WINTERS
Global Head of Capital Markets Managed Services, FIS

AI offers increased
value

MAKING BIGGER ADVANCES WITH AI

Firms are also turning to advanced technology for smarter ways
to operate. Seventy-eight percent plan to invest in artificial
intelligence (AI) over the next 12 months. And in many cases, they’re
narrowing their focus to where AI will have the biggest impact.
For example, 53 percent of investment banks are targeting
securities finance, where AI doesn’t just reduce costs; it improves
how you use collateral and optimize financial outcomes.

“As the industry adjusts to the implications of the
pandemic, advanced technologies like AI and machine
learning must offer demonstrable business ROI to
continue to justify investments of capital.”
JOHN PIZZI
Senior Director, Advanced Technology Strategy, FIS

*This option was only shown to investment banking respondents.

Let’s solve bigger now.
As the capital markets comes to grips with the pandemic’s longterm repercussions, a consensus is growing around the need to
accelerate modernization priorities and shift quickly to SaaS –
and how to do that in a cost-efficient and scalable way.
If firms don’t take swift action, then the pressure may become insurmountable.
Regulators, rightfully shifting their attention to areas such as surveillance
and fraud, will add complexities and costs to the challenges.
The industry has reached a point of no return. We’re not going
back to the way things were. But with the right strategy, we can
move forward together and solve the bigger challenges.

Only FIS brings you bigger thinking –
with data-driven insights from the industry’s
brightest minds, helping you see what lies ahead.

www.fisglobal.com

Contact us today to learn more about our
Readiness findings – because you don’t have
to navigate the capital markets alone.

getinfo@fisglobal.com

LET’S SOLVE SOMETHING BIGGER.
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